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	This is the first book to collate and synthesise the recent burgeoning primary research literature on dog behaviour, evolution and cognition. The author presents a new ecological approach to the understanding of dog behaviour, demonstrating how dogs can be the subject of rigorous and productive scientific study without the need to confine them to a laboratory environment.

	

	Dog Behaviour, Evolution, and Cognition starts with an overview of the conceptual and methodological issues associated with the study of the dog, followed by a brief description of their role in human society--almost a third of human families share their daily life with a dog! An evolutionary perspective is then introduced with a summary of current research into the process of domestication. The central part of the book is devoted to issues relating to the cognitive aspects of behavior which have received particular attention in recent years from both psychologists and ethologists. The book's final chapters introduce the reader to many novel approaches to dog behavior, set in the context of behavioral development and genetics.

	

	Directions for future research are highlighted throughout the text which also incorporates links to human and primate research by drawing on homologies and analogies in both evolution and behavior. The book will therefore be of relevance and use to anyone with an interest in behavioral ecology including graduate students of animal behavior and cognition, as well as a more general audience of dog enthusiasts, biologists, psychologists and sociologists.
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Applied jQuery: Develop and DesignPeachpit Press, 2011

	As Web designers, you are painstakingly compelled to grab Web surfers’ attention
	as quickly as possible and then keep them on your site to absorb the content. In
	addition to the product, service, or information that you are providing, the site
	must be visually attractive and offer stimulating (and valuable) interaction. The...
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Project Management for Business, Engineering, and Technology: Principles and Practice, 3rd EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2008

	Project Management for Business, Engineering and Technology, 3rd edition is a direct response to the ever-increasing need for better project management. First covering the essential background, from origins and philosophy to methodology, the main bulk of the book is dedicated to the concepts and techniques of practical...
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Tuscany SCA in ActionManning Publications, 2011

	
		What brought the five of us together to write a book on Apache Tuscany and Service
		Component Architecture (SCA)? We all had practical experience of how difficult and
		costly integration of applications and technologies can be, and we were excited about
		how Tuscany and SCA can help solve these problems. Having been involved...
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Business Intelligence for New-Generation Managers: Current Avenues of DevelopmentSpringer, 2015

	Executives in Europe have significantly expanded their role in operations – in parallel to their strategic leadership. At the same time, they need to make decisions faster than in the past. In these demanding times, a redesigned Business Intelligence (BI) should support managers in their new roles. This book summarizes...
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The Enterprise Resource Planning Decade: Lessons Learned and Issues for the FutureIdea Group Publishing, 2004
The Enterprise Resource Planning Decade: Lessons Learned and Issues for the Future presents an investigation into the rationale for ERP by raising key questions that managers should ask themselves prior to considering ERP, including processes that should be followed in planning when acquiring ERP.

It concentrates on the impact...
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Bayesian Brain: Probabilistic Approaches to Neural Coding (Computational Neuroscience)MIT Press, 2006

	A Bayesian approach can contribute to an understanding of the brain on multiple levels, by giving normative predictions about how an ideal sensory system should combine prior knowledge and observation, by providing mechanistic interpretation of the dynamic functioning of the brain circuit, and by suggesting optimal ways of deciphering...
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